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November 19, 2013
Mr. XXXX XXXXX
Zzz zzzz zzzzzzzzz
Gig Harbor, WA 98335
Reference: FD 13.2005 - Marine Survey of the Sailing Vessel YYYY for Condition and Value.
Acting upon the request of Mr. XXXX XXXXX, purchaser of the vessel, the undersigned marine surveyor
attended to the motorsailing vessel YYYY - a 1974 forty-six (46) foot Cal, model 2-46. An in-and out-ofwater survey was conducted on 14-16 November 2013 while at Safe Harbor boat storage, Port
Charlotte, Florida and subsequently Fisherman’s Villa Marina, Punta Gorda, Florida. The subject vessel is
marked with Transport Canada Registry number 833xxx, the vessel’s name bow and transom, and
builder’s hull identification number (HIN) CAB460xxxxxxx. Attending at the time of survey: Mr. XXXX
XXXXX (purchaser), Mr. XX XXXXX (vessel’s owner), and the undersigned surveyor.
The purpose of this marine survey was to determine the condition of the vessel’s structure, machinery,
and systems and estimate her fair market value for a pre-purchase evaluation. At the time of survey,
the undersigned surveyor did view the operation of the vessel’s main propulsion machinery. Not all
onboard accessories-systems were examined and or tested for proper operation. No determination
regarding inherent design and or stability characteristics was made. From the examination of all
accessible areas at the time of survey, the vessel appears to be serviceable and in above-average
condition with no evidence of structural damage or system failure(s), notwithstanding the exceptions of
items noted below under Recommendations, Observations, and Non-Standard Conditions. This report
does not guarantee and or warrant against latent defects or future condition and serviceability of the
vessel as described herein.
The services rendered herein and the report furnished herewith are done with the specific
understanding that the undersigned and or FlowDesign, Inc. will not be held responsible under any and
all circumstances for any and all errors, omissions, or failure to properly perform the requested services
as set forth above. As it concerns the vessel described herein, all matters and statements contained
herewith constitute statements of opinion only and not to be construed as representations, warranties,
or guarantees and that any and all statements made herein or in connection herewith will not be used
for the basis of any claim, demand, or action against the undersigned. The request for services and the
report herewith shall be construed to be an acceptance of the above conditions. Any and all claims for
damages of whatsoever nature asserted against the undersigned are limited to refund of the entire cost
of the survey.
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Description of YYYY -

The above described vessel was built by Jensen Marine of Costa Mesa, California – Bill Lapworth,
designer. The style of the subject vessel is a full-keel motor sailor with spade rudder, sloop-rigged. The
subject vessel has a fiberglass (FRP) hull (underbody with hard antifouling paint; topsides painted YYYY),
and superstructure painted white. The vessel’s superstructure and weather decks are of molded
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fiberglass construction, with hard dodger over center cockpit of epoxy-and-cloth covered plywood
construction. Internal bulkheads are of marine-grade plywood securely tabbed to the hull.
Arrangement:
Most forward in the forepeak is a chain locker followed aft by a guest stateroom with v-berth, then an
enclosed marine toilet to starboard with lockers to port. Thru a privacy door and up 2 steps into salon,
with L-shaped settee to port and aft, Corian countertop L-shaped galley to starboard and forward. Galley
equipment includes microwave on port side counter, double basin stainless steel sink on forward
starboard counter, 4 burner gimbaled Force 10 propane stove with oven, deep two-section top opening
refrigerator, and large Corian-topped dining table in center of salon. Centerline stairs from salon out
companionway to center cockpit , which is covered by a hard dodger with solid glass windows. Aft from
salon, down steps, is a passageway past hullside nav station countertop to starboard and door entry into
standing headroom engine room including workbench. Through privacy door to aft stateroom,
consisting of extended Queen sized berth to port, settee to starboard, and enclosed head with
showering facilities.
Almost all interior lighting has been converted to LED units, with multiple LED dimmable dome-lights
and LED aimable task (reading) lights. All upholstery is in good condition, absent rips, tears or staining.
All cabin soles are recently upgraded to solid Oak tongue and groove planking, with fresh finish.
Cabinetry, bulkheads, overhead, and wood trim present in very good condition throughout; no water
intrusion damage was observed. Large salon Windows are solid glass, set in aluminum frames; current
owner advises these are replacement units, not original. One window each side incorporates slider
opening. There are 8 chromed-bronze opening portlights distributed around the nav station, aft cabin,
and engine room. Original-equipment Goiot aluminum framed emergency egress deck hatches are
found above each stateroom; there is some surface sun damage crazing of the clear acrylic, but their
structural integrity does not appear to be compromised. Four replacement Lewmar aluminum framed
deck hatches are found above salon, above forward head, and above forward stateroom. There are five
12v fans ( Hella, Caframo, and TMC) distributed throughout the cabins.
Cockpit has lengthwise seats either side, and athwartship seat at aft end, surrounding Yacht Systems
pedestal with 28 inch stainless steel destroyer type wheel . Portside seat incorporates an opening to the
engine room below. Owner built hard dodger covers entire cockpit, incorporates 3 solid glass windows
forward, two triangular windows to the sides, and sunscreen shading around side and aft. Four Kyocera
135 watt solar panels are mounted atop this hard dodger. Pass-through in cockpit coaming provides
access to upper aft deck which is surrounded by stainless steel railing. Step down to lower aft deck, at
same level as side deck and foredeck; entire deck is surrounded by tubular stainless steel railing with
lower lifeline of uncovered stainless steel wire.
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Arrangement photos:
Decks:

Cockpit with hard dodger:

Large-windowed Salon:
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Lighting and galley:

Forepeak:

Forward head:

passageway aft; nav-center:
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Engineroom:

Aft stateroom and aft head:

Dinghy:
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Outboard:
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From Examination Where Accessible, the Following Recommendations Are Made -- for the continued
safe operation of this vessel 1. FOUND: Several exhaust hose connections with only single hose clamps. RECOMMEND: double
clamp all exhaust hose connections per ABYC requirements.
2. FOUND: raw water cooling hose not securely attached to nipple on seawater strainer.
RECOMMEND: reattach hose, using two hose clamps, if nipple as long enough, or substitute proper
hose Barb fitting to take two clamps.
3. FOUND: Flexible fuel delivery and return hoses include many that are of obsolete specification,
thus not assured to be fire-resistant. RECOMMEND: replace all fuel hoses with USCG-approved type
A-1 hose.
4. FOUND: direct cabling of house batteries to inverter. RECOMMEND: provide overcurrent protection
(fuse or circuit breaker) within 18 inches of battery-bank, in this circuit. Provide Battery disconnect
switch.
5. FOUND: Wire nuts adjacent to battery charger in engine room. RECOMMEND: Replace all wire-nut
connections with proper Marine crimp connectors.
6. FOUND: battery cable attached to engine start battery with wingnut. No provision for containment
of incidental spilled electrolyte. Battery not strapped down. Positive terminal exposed.
RECOMMEND: replace wingnut with hexnut, and torque to recommended values for size of stud.
Place battery in impervious container. Restrain battery from horizontal and vertical movement.
Cover positive terminal with insulating rubber boot or plastic shield, or install battery-box cover
.
7. FOUND: house batteries not strapped down. Exposed positive terminal connections and exposed
positive bus-bar. RECOMMEND: Restrain battery from horizontal and vertical movement. Cover all
continuously energized positive terminals with insulating rubber boot or plastic shield.
8. FOUND: other exposed energized terminals in engine room, at starter connection, alternator
connection, and terminals below battery charger. RECOMMEND: Cover positive terminals with
insulating rubber boot or plastic shield
9. FOUND: GFCI protection not active at receptacle adjacent to galley sink, and could not be verified at
receptacle adjacent to aft head sink. RECOMMEND: provide GFCI protection for any receptacles in
wet areas.
10. FOUND: exposed AC terminals behind easily opened AC distribution panel. RECOMMEND: shield
backside of AC panel with mechanically fastened insulating barrier
11. FOUND: USCG approved fire extinguishers not-current with inspection and tagging. RECOMMEND:
Have all USCG required onboard fire protection equipment inspected and tagged in accordance with
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NFPA 10/302 standards. Replace non-serviceable units as required. Securely mount all extinguishers
in readily accessible locations, using manufacturer-supplied brackets. The required number of USCG
approved B-1 hand held portable fire extinguishers for a vessel 40 to 65 feet is THREE (3).
12. FOUND: no flares. RECOMMEND:
requirements,

provide visual distress signals per 33 CFR 175 and USCG

13. FOUND: certain legally required placards and documents not aboard. RECOMMEND: install
MARPOL-V (garbage) placard; create written waste management plan; provide copy of COLREGS -per 33 CFR
14. .No smoke detector, nor CO-alarm. RECOMMEND: Provide smoke detectors per NFPA 302 section
12.3, preferably one manufactured to UL217 recreational vehicle standards. Although ABYC
standard A-24 only requires CO monitors on boats with gasoline-powered engines or generators, it
seems prudent to install one (or more), in case moored adjacent to gas-engined boat. Prudence
suggests installing detectors and alarms in each stateroom as well as in salon. The

Summation and Marine Asset Valuation –
The report herewith describes the overall condition of the above described vessel at the time of survey
by examining and testing the vessel’s accessible areas, systems, and accessories by percussion testing,
probing, and visual inspection: without removing all hull fastenings, testing for water leakage inside the
hull or at through-hull fittings, or operating machinery. It is the opinion of the undersigned marine
surveyor that her hull, machinery, and on-board equipment are in good condition for being underway
upon the waters of the Pacific Northwest, and extended Coastal cruising, (weather and sea conditions
permitting) after the above Recommendations complied with and when good seamanship and ordinary
practice of seamen is observed in the navigation, operation, and maintenance of the vessel described
herein. Offshore voyaging should be prefaced by a complete rigging survey, and equipage with
additional open-ocean safety gear.
In establishing the subject vessel’s current fair market value, a market approach was used which
involves the collection of market data pertaining to the subject vessel being valued. The primary intent
of the market approach is to determine the desirability of the subject vessel and recent sales or
offerings of similar and or sisterships currently on the market to arrive as an indication of the most
probable selling price of the subject vessel. If comparables are not exactly similar – adjustments are
made to bring them in line with the subject vessel.
In the last five years (since the 2008 economic downturn), 24 vessels of this model have sold thru
brokerage, with widely varying selling prices reported, and nine vessels are currently on-market; there
appears to be an active marketplace for this model. Prices for those sold varied from $159,000 to
$22,000 and even $10,000; four sold above $100,000, then three in the $90-95,000 range, then a
grouping of six in the $78-60,000 range. All of these are well-equipped, and appear by specifications to
be in average to well above average condition. The remainder of the sold-boats are significantly
deficient in equipage or condition (or when falling below $60,000 are clearly marketed as “project
boats”) compared to the subject vessel. Based on subject vessel’s value-adding non-standard features
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(hard-dodger, AGM house-bank batteries, 540 watts of solar panel, SSTL safety railing all around boat,
watermaker, new Corian countertops, new oak flooring, absence of any hull blisters -purported
professional bottom peel and epoxy barrier coat, and replaced SSTL tankage), this vessel is most similar
to those vessels selling in the $90-95,000 range; however, all these vessels (and several at lesser pricing)
included genset, and most had a suite of modern integrated electronics, which features the subject
vessel does not include. It should also be noted that selling prices for roughly equivalent vessels have
been dropping over these last five years; thus the valuation puts more weight in the most recent sales.
In determining the subject vessel’s current fair market value, it was considered what an informed
purchaser would reasonably expected to pay for the in place / in use subject vessel in an exchange
between a willing buyer and willing seller, with equity to both, neither under any compulsion to buy or
sell and both fully aware of relevant facts as of the date of survey.
Fair Market Value as of 14 November 2013: Considering the above average condition of the subject
vessel, attached equipment, and discovered deficiencies, it is the opinion of the undersigned marine
surveyor that the Estimated Fair Market Value for this vessel is between USD $81,000.00 and $83,000.00
(not including applicable taxes, classification, documentation, and or license fees). With all deficiencies
remedied, the Estimated Fair Market Value for this vessel is between USD $83,000.00 and $85,000.00
Estimated Replacement Cost: Between USD $550,000 and $600,000. Note: subject vessel not in
current production, estimated replacement value determined for a vessel of similar construction, quality,
intended service, and utility (Tayana T46 Pilothouse) - not including applicable taxes, documentation,
and or license fees.
Comments –
It is the opinion of the undersigned that the original construction of YYYY is of very good quality from a
known boat builder and designer. Overall condition was found to be above average, considering her age.
YYYY’s design, machinery, sail rig, and systems have been vetted by significant extended coastal voyages
on both the East and West coasts of North and Central America – this is one of the few designs that over
time has proven offshore capability in conjunction with a large-window salon. Never-the-less, certain
systems and sail rig require attention and renewal prior to offshore cruising.
The marketability for this specific vessel during the foreseeable future was deemed to be good by the
undersigned.
The survey and report herein is given without prejudice to the questions of rights, interests, and or
liabilities on the part of any and all persons concerned.
Wayne Gilham, S.A.
 Member, Society of Accredited Marine Surveyors (SAMS)
 Member, American Boat and Yacht Council (ABYC)
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Declaration:
The above signed marine surveyor Wayne Gilham is a member in good standing with the Society of Accredited Marine Surveyors. Mr.
Gilham performed the inspection and write-up of this survey. He professionally and routinely provides advice and opinion regarding
serviceability, condition, and fair market values of recreation, commercial, and other small marine craft based on experience, education,
and accepted marine industry standards and guidelines.
The mandatory standards as promulgated by the United States Coast Guard (USCG), under the authority of the United States Code (USC);
Titles 33 and 46, Code of Federal Regulations (CFR), and the voluntary Standards and Recommended Practices developed by the American
Boat and Yacht Council (ABYC) and the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) have been used as guidance in the conduct of the
survey and report herein.
The Estimated Fair Market Value of the above described vessel was established by several factors which include and not limited to:
current retail prices as reported and or available on a domestic – international basis for the same or similar year, make, model, and type
of vessel specified above which has been adjusted by applicable regional and local market factors, the vessel’s Best and Highest use,
availability, utility, location, equipment, onboard systems, depreciation (utilizing either NEL/REL or NUL/RUL modeling where and when
applicable), and overall condition determined by the survey process and report thereof herein.

Notes:

1. Condition Often Called

Description

Excellent
(Bristol)

Maintained in mint or bristol fashion-usually better than factory new-and
loaded with extras-a rarity.

Above Average
condition

Has had above average care and equipped with extra electrical and
electronic gear.

Good

Materially ready for intended service or sale requiring little if no
additional work and normally equipped for its size.

Fair

Requires usual maintenance to prepare for intended service or sale.

Poor

Substantial yard work required and devoid of extras.

Restorable

Enough of hull and engine exists to restore the boat to useable
condition.

2.

The following areas or items had minimal or no access -





Beneath and outboard of all tankage (interior hull structure).
Behind all ceilings, bulkheads, and headliner in overheads (deck beams and other structural members).
Areas hidden behind secured paneling or flooring or cabinetry. Beneath cabin sole, and in particular,
structural framing or hull members beneath tankage-support subflooring.
Beneath engine, machinery, and other fixed components within the machinery space and bilge area.
All spaces and compartments inaccessible due to stowage of equipment/personal belongings and nonremovable structures.
All hidden electrical wiring components and or fuel lines, tankage, piping and related components.
All hull fastenings.
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The following detailed Observations and Conditions were noted at time of survey:
-

The vessel was found presentable with the machinery space having adequate accessibility. The main
cabin and interior spaces were clean with soft goods in generally good repair.

-

The vessel described herein is a commercially built model and therefore the undersigned has made
no opinion herein as to the design, scantlings, workmanship, and or materials except as to
modifications and or repairs.

-

The subject vessel was built prior to the current United States Coast Guard (USCG), American Boat
and Yacht Council (ABYC), and National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) requirements and
recommended practices & standards now in effect. The survey process and report herewith
considers those items legally required or determined to be critical to the safe operation and
serviceability of the subject vessel, but cannot require the vessel to be in complete compliance with
current marine industry standards and recommended practices.

-

Recommendations are the most critical findings which significantly impact service-ability, safety,
and regulatory compliance and should be treated as imperatives.

-

Non-Standard Conditions are second in importance, such less important but significant findings
require discretionary action(s) by the subject vessel’s owner /operator.

-

Ship’s papers were examined. The vessel’s HIN (builder’s number) is marked on an aluminum plate
epoxied to the starboard inside of the transom (not embossed into the hull-casting at starboard
quarter - outer transom – as requirements subsequent to this build-date mandate). The vessel’s
name is properly affixed to the bows; name and hailing port are affixed to the transom, per
Transport Canada requirements. Transport Canada registration is up-to-date, and shows vessel’s
name/numbers as marked and displayed (official number is on plaque in engineroom)

-

-
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Hull, Weather Decks, Coachroof, and hard-dodger –
The undersigned wishes to disclose that USCG NVIC 8-87 Notes on Design, Construction, Inspection, and
Repair of Fiber Reinforced Plastic (FRP) Vessels was used as a basis for the survey process and report
herein.
-

Hull topsides appear to be good condition, painted (reported by owner to be AwlGrip linearpolyurethane) with no signs of material damage, but some fading and water-streaking.

-

The sheer appeared fair to the eye. The hull was observed to be fair with no evidence of
collisions/allisions. Topsides were found fair and smooth, Non-Standard Condition: three hardspots
on starboard side (corresponding to bulkheads either side of two lockers just aft of nav-center) were
evidenced by multiple lines of vertical stress-cracking of gelcoat; this area tapped out without
indication of any subsurface delamination or degradation.

-

Further, Non-Standard Condition: one deep gouge thru gelcoat and into laminate on forward
portside a foot above waterline, has recently been filled and faired with epoxy in workmanlike
manner.
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-

Otherwise, the topsides are absent any significant scratches or abrasions. Percussion testing of the
entire hull above and below waterline revealed no remarkable findings.

-

The hull laminate is a schedule of polyester resin reinforced with fiberglass cloth and woven mat,
absent any coring material. There are two glassed-in longitudinal stiffening stringers per side,
approx 1.5” x 4” running nearly full-length of hull; one just below waterline and one about 20”
higher. The hull topsides, transom, and structural members were carefully checked with a calibrated
electronic non-destructive (NDT) moisture meter. No elevated (relative) moisture meter readings
were observed.

-

Bottom was uniformly covered with antifouling paint; as the boat is reported to have been stored
on-the-hard for the last six months, it may be assumed that the anti-fouling activity will be
diminished; consider sanding to expose new active paint, or recoat. .

-

No gelcoat blisters were found (owner reports removal of prior blisters-- bottom peel-- was
professionally done 3 years ago by premier yard at Mazatlan, Mexico, with significant drying time followed by 3 coats of the epoxy barrier coating, which may explain absence of blistering)
There was no evidence of groundings; especially the vulnerable forward lower edge of the keel
showed no abrasions.

-
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-

Cast bronze sea-connections were visually examined from outside and found secure and flush
against the hull with no significant indication of alloy breakdown or movement.

-

Mounted on starboard side of keel are two 3" x 8.5" “DynaPlate”-type sintered bronze grounding
plate, each held on with two flat head bolts; all appear to be in serviceable condition with some
encrustation but no wastage.

-

Fiberglass spade rudder, supported by 4” diameter rudderpost, tapped out solid. . Bottom edge of
rudder is slightly above bottom edge of keel, eliminating possibility that it could ground out first – –
a safe design feature. There was no play in rudder post tube, and the rudder turned freely.
Moisture-meter readings were unremarkable, except Non-Standard Condition: at bottom six inches
of rudder, where relative readings were quite high, suggesting either significant water pooling at the
bottom of this structure, or possibly metal reinforcing structure close-to-surface in this area (no way
to determine which scenario).. This area tapped out equivalently solid to remainder of rudder,
suggesting no delamination from core . A small crack was noted on port side of rudder near top,
adjacent to rudderpost, which was sealed with 3M 5200 prior to launch. As purchaser intends to
transport this vessel across the continent in winter, it may be prudent to drill drain hole(s) at bottom
of rudder to remove potential water prior to transport (to avoid freeze damage) , and re-seal prior
to re-launching.
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f
-

Stainless steel propeller shaft extends only a short distance aft of the cutlass bearing embedded in
the keel, and turns freely without binding. There is no excessive play in the cutlass bearing. Owner
reports a new composite shell cutless bearing was just installed, with set screws embedded in the
hull with new helicoils.

-

Three blade bronze “Helices Kelly – Mazatlan” propeller 24 LH 22 (similar to Michigan pattern
propeller) was found to be bright and shiny with no evidence of pink de-zincification; hammertapping gave a clear ring. Unusual long spacer of bronze, aft of propeller, includes a machined ring
to engage prop-puller -- owner advises this was machined from the previously installed Paul Luke
feathering propeller, which uses a much longer engagement on a standard shaft taper. Protective
zinc collar is just forward of the propeller; Protective zinc is also carried on the propeller nut,
obscuring the view whether the nut is properly restrained with locking nut and cotter key - should
be checked at next haul out

-

Vessel’s decks and cabin top (FRP – painted, reportedly with rolled-on Imron, leaving a matte finish,
then tread areas covered with KiwiGrip rubber coating providing an aggressive non-skid texture )
were inspected and percussion tested with no remarkable findings with the exception of NonStandard Condition: (slightly) elevated relative moisture meter readings inboard along starboard
side deck nearest cabin from forward deck-fill past forward lower shroud to aft lower shroud; then
again slightly higher inboard of two deck- fills further aft along that deck. On port deck, slightly
elevated moisture readings were found at upper shroud and adjacent water fill. Forward deck has
slightly elevated moisture aft of smaller starboard foredeck hatch; Stern deck has slightly elevated
moisture adjacent to radar post brace at Stern. Percussion testing of these areas provided crisp
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sound reports, suggesting no evidence of delamination or core damage… Structure still seems
sound, but should be monitored for any progressing deterioration. This deck has a plywood cored
laminate which is susceptible to water intrusion. Suggest removing the deck fills and chainplate
covers, drying out adjacent decking, sealing the edges of any exposed coring, and rebedding the
deck gear. An effort should be made to keep the decks dry and weathertight, with all deck hardware
(viz., stanchion bases, chain plates, cleats, and tank fills) properly rebedded using a marine grade
polysulfide compound on a regular basis.

Relative scale

More elevated
-

baseline reading

but dry outboard of same!

typical of slightly elevated

Aft-deck…

Hull-to-deck joint is covered externally by an extruded aluminum toerail (with perforations for
attaching sailing hardware) attached to deck approximately every 6 inches by stainless steel
fasteners; as there was limited access to the underside due to existing cabinetry, it was not possible
to determine if these were screws or through bolts. This is a significant structural upgrade from the
original factory supplied teak caprail. Another significant upgrade in deck hardware is the tubular
stainless steel safety railing. extending around the entire vessel, also including matching railing
around the raised aft deck.

-
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-

The hard dodger, fabricated of plywood with a light cloth/epoxy covering, tapped out solid on top
and for the most part around the aluminum framed windows. However Non-Standard Condition:
soft reports from the hammer at the forward lower starboard corner and under the starboard side
windows also at the aft lower port corner (decreasing forward) were corroborated by excessively
high moisture readings in these areas. As this dodger construction relies upon the structural
integrity of the plywood, and such moisture intrusion can migrate, it is suggested that these areas
be stripped of finishes, the plywood soaked in a penetrating epoxy and/or replaced with scarphed-in
pieces (depending upon what is found) , and refinished with weather protecting coatings

Machinery and Sea-Connections -

The undersigned did not perform a mechanical survey. The vessel’s engine and related tankage were
superficially inspected and found to be generally free of lubricating oil, engine coolant, and water
leakage. There was found a slight weepage of diesel at the underside of the injection pump, which
may be the likely source of a minimal diesel smell in the engine room. Engine beds are of timber
cored fiberglass construction, and tapped out solid with only slightly elevated moisture readings. No
engine or marine transmission lubricating oil samples were drawn for laboratory analysis.

-

Exhaust system steel piping is direct rise off manifold (properly lagged for thermal-safetyprotection), terminating in a water-injection pot approx three feet above the engine, with zinc
anode protection.
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-

Non-Standard Condition and The exhaust line leading to from this water injection pot starts with a
significantly crushed short length of rubber hose, attached to a welded stainless steel turning elbow
with evidence of some corrosion at the welds; then further hose. It is noted that there is a large
shut-off ball-valve in the aft lazarette (additional safety from flooding in extreme seas) but the valve
is frozen open. Not all exhaust-hose connections are double-clamped as required see
Recommendation #1 made herein: exhaust hose connections should be secured with two (2) marine
grade stainless steel clamps. Welds on this SSTL elbow should be monitored to ensure that no
leakage of exhaust gases develops over time. Re-routing of the exhaust hose may eliminate the kink
or crush in the hose.

-

-

Throttle and shift levers operated smoothly; control cable ends and housings were securely
fastened. These attachments should be checked on a regular basis.

-

A transmission neutral switch is fitted; therefore it is not possible to start the engine in gear
(confirmed).

-

Non-Standard Condition The through-hull fitting for the engine raw-water supply was found to be
slightly loose in the hull, but not leaking. This should be investigated at next haulout, and remedied.
The ball valve seacocks was found to be stiff but operable; this should be lubricated and serviced at
next opportunity. The hose exiting the sea-strainer is attached with a single hose-clamp, which is
NOT fully engaging the hose; additionally, the white plastic hose appears split at that attachment
end. see Recommendation #2 made herein: this weak connection should be remedied immediately.
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All raw water hoses should be thoroughly inspected and replaced as found necessary with Marine
grade water hose properly secured with stainless steel hose clamps.

-

-

Regarding the good marine practice of double clamping hoses raw water hoses found below the
water line - marine surveyors will typically recommend that the attached hose be secured with two
(2) all stainless steel hose clamps. The undersigned marine surveyor has frequently advocated this
practice although ABYC only recommends that exhaust and stern tubes be double clamped to
prevent accidental flooding. The only reference to double clamped hoses (other than exhaust and
stern tubes) that the undersigned can cite is a reference is in the Code of Federal Regulations which
relate to other than recreational vessels. Marine grade hose clamps should be manufactured with an
all stainless steel strap and worm screw. If the hose barb is of sufficient length to land a second hose
clamp – then double clamping raw water hoses is strongly advised. Unfortunately, some hose barbs
are too short to accommodate two clamps. If the second clamp lands just past the end of the barb
the potential exists that it might pull the attached hose partially off the fitting. Therefore, be
extremely careful about double clamping. The installation of an additional clamp is only advised if
the hose barb is of sufficient length to accept a second clamp. A reasonable alternative is to place a
second clamp loosely on the hose so that it is immediately available should the attached securing
clamp fail. It is also suggested that properly sized tapered wooden plug be readily available at each
through-hull in the event of failure.
Non-Standard Condition: Some degradation of another raw-water hose on-engine was noted: this
is on an accordion-pleat style hose at the forward end of the exhaust manifold. This should be
monitored for further deterioration, or replaced
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-

Shaft log consists of traditional packed stuffing box attached to fiberglass tube (fabricated integrally
with Hull) by a length of rubber hose properly double clamped each end. Non-Standard Condition:
These stainless clamps, however, evidence some corrosion and should be replaced at the earliest
opportunity. The rubber hose is still soft and supple, but is showing signs of deterioration at its
ends, and should be replaced at next servicing of propeller and shaft.

-

-

Non-Standard Condition: There is run out of approximately 1/16 inch at the stuffing box, causing a
noticeable wobble of the stuffing box and flexing of its attachment hose during operation. This is
amplified by the unusually long unsupported length of shaft from transmission flange to Cutlass
bearing on this model boat. . This movement suggests the shaft is slightly bent. At next propeller
servicing, consider removing shaft and having machine shop check for straightness and remedy if
required.

-

The vessel’s fuel delivery system was visually inspected (where accessible), and found serviceable at
the time of survey. Certain of the new fuel hoses, surrounding the Racor dual switchable filters are
of the proper type A-I hose However, the return fuel hose along engine, and many of the presumed
original hoses attached to the tank selection valves (as observed under aft salon seat) are NOT
marked “USCG Approved Type A-1. Fuel-tank fill hose type could not be ascertained. Any fuel hose
not meeting current marine standards SHOULD be replaced -- see Recommendation #3 made
herein. –All replacement flexible fuel hose should be of recommended specifications as per ABYC
H-33 (marked as SAE J1527 or USCG Approved Type A–1). Note – not all A-1 hoses can be secured
with hose clamps; confirm with supplier.

-

The Racor fuel filters show exposed plastic bowls; these will not meet the current standards for
flame impingement (now required for diesel as well as gas engine boats). An additional level of fire
safety can inexpensively be obtained by fitting steel heat shields (available from Racor) over these
bowls.
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-

Engine room blower is installed, but not operational; though not required for diesel-engined boats,
the additional ventilation would be advisable.

-

Steering is by chain over sprocket in the Yacht Systems pedestal in cockpit, leading to cables over
bronze sheaves aft to a bronze quadrant attached to the rudderpost. All sheaves were inspected to
be firmly attached and without play; cable is adjusted sufficiently tight for quick response, but not so
tight to cause binding. All cable leads onto sheaves and quadrant are fair. Hydraulic ram for
autopilot is attached to its own arm off the rudderpost; fixed end is held firmly by a fabricated
aluminum bracket attached to the aft stateroom bulkhead.

Some housekeeping is in order within the engine room, as there is some corrosion on engine
components and significant corrosion on the transmission exterior. Non-Standard Condition
Further, the deep sump behind the engine is quite soiled with dirty crankcase oil which has
overwhelmed the oil absorbing sock installed there. It is suggested to clean this out in order to avoid
any discharge of oily bilge slops.
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-

-

-

The vessel’s de-watering device was found to be in serviceable condition. The 12VDC bilge pump
was observed to be operational during a brief test with discharge above the waterline when the
vessel was in her static position. Capacity of the pump could not be ascertained. Wiring
connections were found waterproofed and in serviceable condition, above static bilge water.
This pump, however, is only controlled manually at the electrical panel, though an automatic
switch was observed in the sump. As there is also no high-water alarm, vigilance must be
exercised to ensure proper dewatering function. A prudent owner operator will ensure that the
vessel is not making water through frequent and routine inspections and especially whenever
the vessel is to be left unattended. Installation of a bilge pump-on counter with automatic bilge
pumps will advise when a vessel is taking on water or any change in an otherwise dry bilge
space. Vessels with enclosed accommodations should be fitted with a high water bilge alarm
activated when the bilge water is approaching its maximum acceptable level.
There is a spare 3700 gph Rule 12v pump with alligator clips and coiled discharge hose for quick
deployment, stored in a tub in engineroom.

There is no manual bilge pump.

Tankage:
-

All tankage is underneath the fixed-in-place salon floor - with only minimal access thru various
hatches in the cabin sole – thus not entirely accessible for inspection. The tankage is of fabricated
stainless steel, thus are replacements from original black iron tanks as furnished from the vessel
builder. These tanks sit you directly upon a painted plywood subfloor, and are restrained from
movement by timber blockage along their lower edges. The 2 fuel tanks on either side of centerline
(reported to be 135 US gallons each) appear to be of slightly different material and noticeably
different weld quality than the water and waste tanks ; these fuel tanks show no degradation of
their material or welds where observed (approximately 10% was visible) . Non-Standard Condition:
The weld seams and adjacent flat metal surfaces on the 3 potable water tanks (reported to be 100,
100 and 40 US gallons) show some corrosion attack, especially at or near the supporting substrate
plywood. In particular, the bottom-exit tube welded into the aft end of the aft-starboard tank, was
observed to have some weld-deterioration. No weeping could be confirmed at the areas visible
(again, not more than 10% observable) The sanitary waste tank (reported to be 40 US gallons) has
additional corrosion around the hose connection points where the highly corrossive human waste
(urine) might be migrating under the hose to tube joint . These observed corrosion points should be
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monitored for continued degradation, as any failure should be addressed immediately to avoid
compromising the plywood substrate with moisture. Fabric reinforced rubber bladders installed
within any failed tank may be a cost-effective remedial approach. As stainless steel is not an ideal
material for a waste tank, consider investigating Epoxy-coating of the interior of that tank.

-

With all fuel tanks: monitor for any change in condition. Ultimately, tank leakage can only be
confirmed through the application of suitable amount of test air pressure which is beyond the scope
of this inspection. All fuel tankage should be kept pressed up full (especially if vessel is moored for a
protracted period time) to prevent condensation and accumulation of water that can promote
corrosion and bacterial fouling (contamination) of tankage and fuel delivery system.

Electrical Systems -

-

-

The vessel’s electrical systems were inspected (where accessible), and all was found in serviceable
condition. The vessel’s electrical wiring was found generally well-secured and contained as per
ABYC. Note that loose wiring should be secured every eighteen (18) inches as per ABYC E-11.
House-bank battery isolation switching (BIS) is incorporated as the 100 amp master breaker at the
12 V distribution panel, each branch circuit has proper over current branch circuit protection (not
confirmed to be proper amperage for each connected circuit). Recent ABYC standards mandate
battery-cable overcurrent protection within 18” of the source-voltage battery; this installation has
approximately a 36” run to first protection at distribution panel, which meets the intent but not the
letter of the standard. However, there is NO over-current protection, nor any battery-isolation
switch, in the cabling to the 2500-watt inverter in engine-room. See Recommendation #4 made
herein
Where observed, all conductors are insulated marine grade. However, there is one area of “wire
-nut” connections in the engine start battery charging system , which should be removed and made
up with proper Marine crimp connectors. see Recommendation #5 made herein In addition, the
terminal-block adjacent to these wire-nuts is not secured to any substrate; it should be securely
mounted.
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-

-

Operation of the Xantrex digital echo charge system (to provide trickle charging from the house
bank to the starter bank) could not be confirmed; it appears inoperable.

The engine start battery was found not contained for incidental spillage and not secured. The
battery start positive cable is secured to the battery with a wingnut. All battery terminal connections
with cable 6-AWG (American Wire Gauge) and larger should be secured with a properly tightened
hex-nut rather than a wing-nut. The cabling from the 40amp dedicated charger does not have any
overcurrent protection. See Recommendation #6 made herein.

-

-

The house AGM batteries do not have free electrolyte and therefore do not need containment, but
they too are not restrained. All of the batteries have exposed positive terminals; in addition, there is
an exposed positive busbar in front of the house battery bank’s that must be protected against short
circuiting see Recommendation #7 made herein
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-

Other always energized terminals requiring insulation include: engine starter terminal, alternator,
terminal, certain wires off the starting battery charging system, see Recommendation #8 made
herein.

-

110-volt AC supply is thru a 30-amp receptacle on the side of the cabin. The shorepower-cable’s
connectors show no evidence of corrosion, but Non-Standard Condition there is the beginning of a
burn at the base of one blade on the receptacle. This should be monitored for any further
deterioration, or replaced as a matter-of-couse. Further, the restraining screw-down ring is missing
from the cable, and should be replaced.

Numerous receptacles thru the boat evidenced reversed hot-neutral wires. The only ones that were
properly connected were at the galley sink, and outside the engine room; all others were reversed.
The GFCI outside the engine room tripped properly upon test at that receptacle, but is not
protecting the receptacle at the galley sink. The receptacle at the aft head sink could not be tested
due to the reversed hot-neutral wires all receptacles adjacent to water systems or other potential
grounding should be protected by GFCI’s see Recommendation #9 made herein
The easily accessed (swing down) 110v distribution panel has wiring exposed to touch when opened;
this should be covered with some mechanically attached shield to avoid accidental shock hazard
see Recommendation #10 made herein
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Ground Tackle
-

The vessel’s primary anchor, a galvanized steel Lewmar Claw-style 44lb, is carried in anchor roller
forward at stem-head and is attached to 5/16 inch G4 galvanized steel chain reported as 225 feet in
length. There is one splice link (slightly rusty) which should be continually monitored as it is the
“weak link ” in this otherwise stout system. The 12 V horizontal shaft windlass is confirmed
operable, with power up, clutch down. . It was noted there are neither significant washers nor
backing plates for the bolts holding this windlass to deck; Non-Standard Condition thus this should
NOT be relied to hold the vessel until rectified -- however, the substantial stainless steel anchoring
bitt directly aft of the windlass has 2 stout backing plates under-deck. The second anchor, a WestMarine Danforth-pattern anchor 40lb (stored in additional anchor roller), has at the ready under its
deck hawsepipe a secondary rode with 30-feet of galvanized steel 5/16 inch chain, backed by 200
feet of ¾” braided nylon rope (reported). The anchor rodes were not completely removed for
examination. The bitter end should be made fast if not already so. (owner reports primary rode’s
chain-end is properly made fast with a short rope, for easy cutting to slip rode in an emergency)
None of the shackles in the anchoring system are secured with stainless wire mousing to avoid
inadvertent opening; this should be done.
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-

Cleats and deck hardware were visually inspected and found serviceable. Stanchions, lifelines and
railings appear stout and are affixed to the fiberglass deck with thru-bolts and backing plates. The
lifelines below the upper SSTL-tubing safety-railing are of uncoated SSTL wire, and were inspectred
to be free of corrosion. The turnbuckles, however, are not affixed from loosening; they should have
Cotter pins or split rings installed. The opening side Gates are made with plastic coated stainless
steel wire and some corrosion is evident through cracks in the coating, but a complete visual
examination is impossible. Suggest replacing the suspect wires each side.

Sails, mast and rigging
-

The undersigned recommends that the sail rig is thoroughly inspected on the following schedule –
Monthly - a thorough inspection of all rigging equipment. Annually – a comprehensive (mast
standing) inspection of mast and rigging system with rigging slacked off, turnbuckles opened and
lubricated with rigging properly tensioned and re-tuned. Every six (6) years - mast removal and
disassembly of all components for comprehensive inspection.

-

A complete rig inspection should be performed by a competent rig surveyor prior to commencing
any and all racing activities, off shore protracted cruising, and or heavy weather voyages.

-

This report is the unbiased opinion and perspective of the undersigned surveyor, and should not to
be considered a warranty or guarantee against mast or rigging failure either specified or implied. All
components named in this report were visually inspected (where accessible) by the undersigned
surveyor exclusively. Note that marine hardware failures can develop without visual indication or
warning. Therefore, diligent maintenance, proper use, frequent inspections and replacement of
questionable or aged hardware are the best line of defense against mast and rigging failures.

-

The vessel’s standing and running rig was visually inspected from the vessel’s deck at eye-level only.
Rig appeared to be straight and in-column.

-
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-

-

-

Each swaged fitting at lower end of standing rigging was visually inspected; all were found to be
straight and true (no distorted shapes) , absent any observable cracks. Each rigging wire evidenced
the beginning of slight pitting corrosion and discoloration on the lower 6 inches but none above that
point, suggesting this is an experienced standing rig suitable for further inshore usage, but
suggesting replacement before the ultimate stresses of offshore usage. There was no visible
“barber-poling” or broken strands.
This is a masthead sloop rig, with keel stepped anodized aluminum-extrusion single-spreader mast
and anodized aluminum-extrusion boom. Hall-Spars “QuickVang” spring-loaded rigid boom vang
eliminates need for topping lift on the boom. End-boom sheeting, to a traveler across aft edge of
trunk cabin. Mast and boom show no evidence of significant external corrosion. Both mainsail and
jib are furled around Harken roller furlers of a current design; Jib is on a Harken “Cruising 2” unit;
main rolls up directly behind the mast on a Harken “Cruising 1” unit. Non-Standard Condition:
during sea trial, the mainsail could not be completely unfurled due to classic ”halyard-wrap” above
the furler’s top bearing. Some change in the lead of the halyard to that swivel must be established
to avoid recurrence; perhaps a halyard restrainer attached to the mast is in order. Non-Standard
Condition: the main sail’s furling extrusion passes through a gooseneck extension off-mast to reach
the furling drum below the boom. This rotating extrusion has been abrading against the fasteners
which attach nylon wear plates to the gooseneck extension. The fasteners should be countersunk
into the nylon, or another means of fastening should be sought., Non-Standard Condition: the
mainsail’s lower pennant (of wire) . fouls against the turning blocks directly adjacent to the
gooseneck extension, whenever the lines through these turning blocks are tightened. Suggest trying
another nearby attachment point for these turning blocks, allowing fair leads.

Upper shrouds are 3/8” 1x19 SSTL wire, fore and aft lower shrouds and backstay are 5/16” 1x19
SSTL wire. Clevis pins are commensurate to the wiring sizes. Forestay cannot be examined, as it is
covered its entire length by installed Harken roller-furling gear, whose bearings turn smoothly and
without resistance. All shrouds terminate in chrome-plated bronze turnbuckles, kept in adjustment
by cotter-pins. Connections to SSTL-bar chainplates include toggles providing two degrees of
freedom; there are no undue stresses from improper components. Each chainplate-end was
examined as closely as toggles allowed; no stress-cracking, hole-elongation, or corrosion was inevidence. Each deck-penetration at a properly bedded chainplate cover; when these are rebedded,
remove all compound, and visually inspect (or feel with a scratch awl) for any intergranular
corrosion on the chainplates in this oxygen starved area.
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-

Mast is stepped upon an aluminum-box support, whose lower 2/3 is glassed into the hull. Both
mast heel and this mast-step box show no evidence of corrosion or degradation.

-

Mast-penetration thru the cabintop is sealed by annular flat-plate welded to the mast, bedded and
firmly bolted to the cabintop. The bolts also engage a fabricated aluminum beam directly
underneath cabintop, thence extending downward inside cabinsides to be bolted firmly to
chainplates of upper shrouds. This in effect creates a hoop to distribute mast loads into the vessel
structure.

-

Chainplates were observed to be securely bolted through glassed-in plywood knees with eight ½”
SSTL bolts per chainplate , the upper three engaging backing plates and the lower five engaging
oversized washers.

You
-

Sail inventory, observed hoisted, include roller-furling main with sacrificial Sunbrella cover, loose
footed and hollow cut, with clue attached to outhaul car gliding along boom track, and approx 90%
working jib without cover. Sails observed stowed include 110%( reported) roller-furling jib with
Sunbrella sacrificial covering, and asymmetrical spinnaker with retrieval sock. All sails appear
serviceable.

Vessel Systems -
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-

Sanitary waste from the two electric-flush marine toilets are captured by an onboard holding tank
and therefore was deemed to be an USCG approved MSD Type-III installation. There is provision for
overboard discharge thru a macerator-pump and y-valve under forward port salon sole --this y-valve
should be confirmed in “closed” position (by at a minimum a nylon ty-wrap, or better by a padlock)
whenever the vessel is cruising within the three-mile limit of US waters.

-

-

Hot-water tank is heated either by engine cooling water circulating thru internal coils, or by
110v electric element. Heating was confirmed by engine operation, but heating by 110v did not
appear to be operable (no observed current-flow when cold heater was switched on at
distribution panel)

Safety Equipment, General and Environmental -

With the exceptions noted herein, safety equipment found aboard was in good serviceable
condition -- and where applicable, in compliance with USCG regulations.

-

Fire extinguishing equipment includes two type B:C – 1 in manufacturer’s brackets, one installed in
each stateroom, and one A-II B:C-1 below companionway stairs in salon, also in manufacturer’s
bracket. The required number of portable, hand-held USCG approved fire equipment for a vessel 40
to 65 feet length is three (3) B-I devices. At least one unit should be class ABC. Thus, the quantity
and type of extinguishers aboard is sufficient. However, these are not up-to-date with current
inspection/tagging, and indeed the forepeak stateroom unit has pressure-gage showing “in the red”
– see Recommendation #11 made herein. All extinguishing equipment should be inspected yearly
and replaced or refilled as required by NFPA 10/302. All dry chemical extinguishers should be
removed from their brackets and hand shaken every month or so.

-

Fire extinguishers should be permanently mounted and readily available using the mounting system
for the brand chosen. If mounted inside a locker a placard stating "Fire Extinguisher Inside" must be
present.

-

Engineroom has one Kidde FyrWatch 170 automatic-discharge extinguisher using Halon 1211. NonStandard Condition: Rated for 170 cubic feet protection, this unit is slightly undersized for the
approx 210 cubic foot measured volume of the engineroom. The unit is not up-to-date with current
inspection/tagging. see Recommendation #11 made herein Further, this unit’s engine-shutdown
wiring is disconnected The system should shut down engine and engineroom blower, so that
discharged extinguishing agent is not sucked out of the protected space; a means of over-ride
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should be provided in case engine operation is judged mandatory for vessel safety even during fireemergency.
-

Class A fires involve any combustibles that leave an ash residue such as wood products. Class B fires
involve fuel and other petroleum products. Class C fires are electrical in nature. Using a portable
hand dry chemical extinguisher will require the user to aim for the seat of the fire and sweep back
and forth until the flames appear to be out.

-

No visual distress devices were found. see Recommendation #12 made herein. The following visual
distress signals (VDS) should always be aboard prior to getting underway - to include one (1) orange
distress flag and one (1) electric distress light or three (3) hand held combination (day – night) red
flares (meteor and or parachute types) (33 CFR).

-

The vessel’s personal flotation devices (detailed list in equipment list following) were visually
inspected and found to be USCG Approved in serviceable and readily accessible condition and
include, but not limited to adult Type II and type IIII devices along with Type IV throwable. The
undersigned will trust the vessel’s owner will always provide for adequate quantities of required,
serviceable, and readily accessible USCG approved personal floatation devices. All lifesaving
appliances should be made readily accessible and routinely inspected for serviceability. Note that
one of the Type II vests is kapok-filled; if the internal plastic bag containing the Kapok is punctured,
the effectiveness of this construction is compromised.

-

-

The vessel is not provided with means of unassisted re-boarding which is recommended by ABYC H41 which should be provided on all boats, and must be accessible to or deployable by, the person(s)
in the water. The transom boarding ladder could be made deployable from the water via lanyards
attached to the restraining gates each side..

There is also a Life-Sling personnel recovery system currently stored in the aft lazarette. Suggest that
this be mounted on the Stern rail whenever the vessel is underway, and that a tackle be available or
permanently rigged for lifting a person using this sling back aboard.

-
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-

A category II EPIRB is mounted at the nav station; label states the battery is good to 2016. Ship’s
papers include certificate of testing to Transport Canada RLB-32 requirements dated 9/25/2011.

-

The vessel properly displays required Oil Pollution placard as required in 33 CFR. However, it does
not display the MARPOL-V garbage-discharge placard. Vessels over 40’ also should have a written
“waste-management plan” available, per 33 CFR.151.57. see Recommendation #13 made herein.
Room If the vessel is moved to Washington State, it should also display the Washington State
required carbon monoxide warning decal, per RCW 88.022.250.

-

The vessel is NOT equipped with smoke detectors as per NFPA 302. The vessel is also not equipped
with carbon monoxide detector-alarms. see Recommendation #14 made herein. These should be
furnished and mounted , and self-powered or wired directly to the vessel’s battery to provide
reliable operation regardless of the position of the battery isolation switch (BIS), then tested
monthly for proper operation.

-
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SUBJECT VESSEL DESCRIPTION, MACHINERY, SAFETY, AND EQUIPMENT
The following detailed lists and descriptions are represented in good faith but are not guaranteed or warranted to be
accurate, complete, or demonstrative of individual or collective condition and or performance.

Description 




















Builder: Jensen Marine
Where: Costa Mesa, California
Make and Model: Cal 2-46
Vessel Type: full keel motor sailor - masthead sloop
Year: 1974
USCG Official Number: not currently documented; no number sighted
Transport Canada Official Number: 833xxx - sighted on wooden plaque in engineroom
State Registration Number: not currently state registered; no number sighted
HIN: CAB 4605xxxxx – sighted on aluminum plaque epoxied to hull insidelazarette
Length, Beam, and Depth 45’6” X 12’6” X 5’0” (LxBxD per manufacturer’s info)
Displacement: 30,000 pounds (per manufacturer’s info),
Measured weight by TraveLift sensors: approx 33,000 lb
Hull Material(s): Molded FRP (fiberglass cloth and woven mat with polyester resin).
Weather Deck and Superstructure: Molded fiberglass with coring on horizontal surfaces;
presumed marine-grade plywood. “KiwiGrip” but Non-skid applied to walking surfaces of
fiberglass decks.
Keel: Full keel design with mild cut away; 8000 lb encapsulated lead ballast (per manufacturer’s
info)
Fasteners: bronze or SSTL where found
Bow and Stern Thrusters: None
Dewatering Device: one (1) 12-volt DC battery operated bilge pump deep in keel sump - (with
manual switch).
Sea Connections: bronze alloy through-hull fittings and bronze seacocks or ball-valves.

Machinery 






Main Engine: Perkins 4 –236 four-cylinder diesel, fresh-water-cooled, 85hp (per manufacturer’s
specifications).
Serial Number: NAP-15 / LD20663112568, stamped into engine block above injection pump
Engine Hours: 2960 indicated
Fuel System: two stainless steel fuel tanks, 135 US gallons each, Racor filters, and flexible fuel
hoses in machinery space (some not-approved for marine usage).
Exhaust: Wet exhaust system including steel water-injection pot, and with transom discharge.
Marine Transmission(s): Borg Warner reduction ratio 2.9:1 with reversing gear, model AS 15 –
71C.(per owner’s note on instruction manual) Serial number not sighted .
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Propeller: 3 blade bronze fixed propeller, stamped 24 LH 22; manufacturer/supplier: “Helices
Kelly Mazatlan”
Stuffing Box: bronze packed gland, double-clamped each end of rubber hose.
Propeller Shaft(s): SSTL (grade unknown), 1.50” diameter. (Note: this shaft carries a standard
taper of extended length, down to 1 inch nut: requires tapered spacer mounted aft of propeller.
Rudder: Fiberglass, spade design hung on 4 inch diameter stainless steel rudderpost..
Machinery Space Ventilation: electric blower (inop).
Engine Panel: Manufacturer’s standard engine instrumentation panel (Tachometer and full
complement of gages) below seating is in a in cockpit



Electrical 












Primary engine and house systems: 12-volt DC with battery-selector switch, distribution panel
with 100 amp master breaker and over-current protection for each sub-circuit. One enginedriven 12-volt alternator.
120-volt AC system: 30 amp shorepower connection with 30 amp master breaker, reversepolarity indication, and over-current protection for each sub-circuit. AC power also available
from Magna-Sine MS-2012 2000 watt true sine wave inverter; automatic switchover.
Battery: engine-start gp31 flooded-cell type, in cabinet against aft bulkhead of engine room
Battery: house bank Four, Norstar MSB-M12-210 sealed AGM batteries
Battery Charger: StatPower TrueCharge 40 amp multistage charger handles engine start battery;
there is also a Xantrex digital EchoCharge unit to charge engine start battery from the house
bank. Inverter handles the house bank charging with 100 amps DC charge.
Battery condition indicators: Xantrex LinkLite totalizing amp hourmeter; Magnum energy full
inverter control panel with readouts.
Solar panels: 4, Kyocera KD 135SSX –UPU 135 watt panels mounted atop are dodger; 4 separate
15 amp circuit breakers in engine room. MorningStar Tri-Star MPPT controller.
Cathode Underwater Protection of Metal Hardware: one sacrificial zinc anode on propeller
shaft, and one anode on propeller nut..
Lightning protection: bonding system and mast connected to two 3” x 8.5” “Dynaplate”
sintered-bronze grounding plates on starboard side of keel

Tankage 





Fuel: two, 135 gallon capacity, stainless steel replacement tanks. Adjacent to centerline under
salon sole.
Potable Water: two 100 gallon and one, 40 gallon stainless steel replacement tanks, arranged
either side of fuel tanks
Sanitary Waste: one, 40 gallon stainless steel replacement tank with deck pump out fitting and
macerator pump overboard discharge; y valve selectable. Port forward under cabin sole.
LPG: one, ten pound aluminum horizontal tank in proper vented dedicated locker in cockpit
coaming; remote solenoid control adjacent to galley stove.
Comments: Vessel’s construction and internal arrangement precluded visual examination of all
tankage.

Deck Equipment:
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Ground Tackle: Primary: Lewmar Claw-pattern (galvanized) anchor 44 pound, with 225’
(owner’s information) G4-grade 5/16” galvanized steel chain, bitter end attached (owner’s
information). Secondary: West Marine Danforth pattern 40 pound galvanized anchor, with 30
feet 5/16 inch galvanized steel chain backed by 200 feet three-quarter inch braided nylon rode
(owner’s information).
Anchor windlass: electric horizontal shaft, power up- clutch down with chain gypsy to Starboard
and rope capstan to Port. Manufacturer unknown; possibly Plath.
Fenders: Yes.
Mooring Lines: Yes
Comments: Deck equipment in serviceable condition.

Navigation Equipment:













Steering: Chain-and-cable, from YachtSystems pedestal mounting a 28” destroyer-type SSTL
wheel, to bronze quadrant at rudderpost
Engine Control(s): two lever, mounted on steering pedestal; push – pull cables.
Steering Compass: Ritchie 5 inch in stainless steel binnacle atop pedestal; no deviation tables
observed.
Auto-Pilot:, ComNav 1420, with hydraulic actuation to arm at rudderpost. Not confirmed
operational.
Depth Finder: B&G Hecta Hornet; operational.
Multi-data: B&G Hornet windspeed, apparent wind direction, boat speed - all inop (no
masthead unit)
Marine Radiotelephones: Icom ICM-502 VHF with DSC, mounted inside dodger; Icom ICM-504
VHF with DSC, mounted at nav station; VHF antenna at masthead. Two Uniden Atlantis
handheld VHFs. Icom ICM-802 SSB mounted at nav station, with Icom AT-140 automatic
antenna tuner in aft stateroom cabinet, 24’ three section fiberglass pole antenna attached to
radar pole at transom. Ground plane by two Dynaplates, and copper strapping connected to
tankage. All units power up; the two ICOM VHF’s successfully transmitted and received.
Radar: Furuno 1623 LCD-display at nav station, with radome atop radar pole at transom;
operational
COLREGS - US Inland Rules: Not sighted
Whistle-Horn: Yes – compressed-gas portable horn.
Navigation-Anchor Lights: Yes - 72 COLREGS compliant; all LED. confirmed operational except
for Stern light.

Safety Equipment 



Fire Extinguisher(s): – two (2) USCG approved B:C –I portable dry chemical extinguishers (one
with pressure-gate in red zone), one (1) A-II, B:C-I. Kidde FyrWatch 170 automatic-discharge
engine-room fire suppressant system (Halon 1211). No current inspection tags.
Personal Floatation Devices: USCG approved, four Type III “ski-vest”, 5 adult and 1 child type II
life-vests; one type IV throwable “horseshoe”-style buoy.
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Visual Distress Device(s): none observed.
EPRIB: None
Bilge Fuel Vapor/Heat Detector: None
Smoke - Carbon Monoxide Detector: none found
High Water Alarm: none
Liferaft: None

Dinghy:
- Achilles RIB: modelHB-275, s/n JP-ACH00306A505, no registration numbers affixed.
- Mercury outboard: 9.9 hp two-stroke, model 1010201FD, s/n 1B-800011
- Davits: St. Croix removable tubular SSTL davits mounted to caprail, with additional tubular
triangulation to deck.
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